May Channeled Reflection
with Merlin!
There comes a time upon earth when the
awakened beings breathe forth Truth simply by
remaining awake and celebrating the known that all
beings are one being.
Those awake beings begin the forming of a new manner of living, of residing; and it
is their steadfast focus that holds the integrity of the new dimension’s anchoring within
the consciousness of all. You see, my dears, once the process has begun, there is no
stopping it.
I am your friend, Merlin, and I come forth to speak with you about what is

occurring not only right now, but will continue to occur… continue until all beings are
awake to the known.
Now that may seem to be a long way off, so to speak, especially with the goings on
upon earth currently; yet know this to be true: just when the darkness and untruth
seem to have made their hold upon creation itself, there is then the shifting of the
manner of creation itself. Why? Creation celebrates truth. Do you see?
You cannot have creation without truth. That means that when the untruth and
distortion threaten to be tipping the balance, so to speak, toward irradiating truth, there
is as if a shudder within creation’s force. The shudder is actually the changing of the
frequencies of creation. Why?
Well, my dears, the reason is this. Creation continues. Now isn’t that just simple
enough? Of course it is. And within that statement, that simple statement, there resides
your guarantee. You are receiving these words and that means, my dears, that you are

awake; and because you are awake, you are reaching forth for the next dimension and its
proof of being and perhaps more so, reaching forth for its deliverance from the distortion.
And I am here to tell you that you cannot be denied. You are reaching forth cannot
be denied. Creation itself guarantees your fulfillment of freedom from distortion and
survival’s illusionary separation from the whole. And you are well aware that the illusion

of separation from the whole is the culprit. And isn’t it
nifty that it is an illusion? You bet it is!
You see, my dears, each and every time that you
are fearful, each and every time that you believe that you
are doomed to fail, each and every time that you try hard
to manifest and nothing comes of it, and each and every
time that you doubt the reality of truth being made

manifest; it is then that you are reaching into the illusion, into the distortion… and
grabbing on to that misalignment of being. And it is in that moment, my dears, that you
can cause it all to dissolve.
Now this isn’t magic. It is, however, just the way that everything is, especially right
now. In that moment, my dears, in that moment of your own inner despair, remember
these words: this isn’t real. Everything everything is taking form and releasing form… in
the moment. When you have the illusion in your grasp, breathe your own breath into

that which you are holding to. It doesn’t hold you to it, you hold yourself to it so that…
what? So that you can squeeze fulfillment from it, or… and here is the main trust of what
we are saying together in this little chat – you want to squeeze fulfillment from your own
despair because you are afraid.
Now what is it that you are afraid of, even if the fear is unconscious? It’s this. You
are afraid that all that you have figured out, all that you have studied, and all that you
are practicing is for naught. You want it all to be real, but the truth is that nothing is
being made manifest for you in the way that you’d like.
Now those are the key words, aren’t they: in the way that you’d like. Now there’s
nothing wrong with wanting things to manifest for you, for your fulfillment, for your
pleasure, for your relief. Nothing wrong with that at all.
Now that might be good news, don’t you think? Why? Because living within
physicality and living within the sleep state gives to you that wanting. Now wanting is a

good thing in this instance simply because it is a what you call a red flag. And the red
flag says that even though everything is being made manifest for you in all ways, there is
something that you are holding on to, some distortion that refuses that perfect
manifestation of fulfillment. Now you can’t figure out what it is that you are holding on
to. That seems to be what you call a bummer. But it is not.

You see, this is the paradox of living incarnate.
Firstly, there is the truth that you are taking form and
releasing form always. And then there is the awakening
and knowing that in order for there to be an awakening –
which you so very much enjoy – there must be a bit of the
sleep state.
Yet I want to bring to you these words so that you

will be able to have some relief from the need or wanting for more, for something better,
for fulfillment. Now hear these words my dears. Fulfilling will not bring an end to
wanting fulfillment. Riches will not bring an end to wanting riches. Why? Well, my
dears, the answer resides inside, inside of you, deep inside.
And it is deep inside of you that the real fulfillment occurs. What is the real
fulfillment? It is this. Real fulfilment is the knowing that the most important placing of
your consciousness is within wholeness of being. What does that mean? It means that
when you place your focus, your conscious focus in the turth that all beings are one
being and all fulfillment is one fulfillment, you are then letting go of anything and
everything that is not fulfilling. You are, in that moment, letting go of the need or the
need to want. In that one moment, you are fulfillment itself.
Now you can’t figure out how to do this, how to place your consciousness in
wholeness of being… so that you can make yourself be fulfilled. It doesn’t work that way.
It’s easier. Here’s how you go about this whole process of… of what? Of anchoring the
next dimension within physicality. That’s what we started out with, isn’t it. And you
might be saying, “But wait a minute! We were right on the edge of fulfillment! I want
fulfillment!” Yes, there is that sweet but deluding want again. So, here’s the scoop.
Begin your day, each day, with the knowing that you are all beings and all beings
are you. Begin each day with the recognizing that distortion will lead you to believe that
you are less than, that you have less than, that you need more and you’d better effort to

get it. That is all illusion and distortion. Remember this!
Next, go about your day focusing on all that is beautiful, all that is exactly what
you need even before you realize that you might need that something. Seek out this
expression of truth within your day. Recognize and celebrate this truth, that everything
is being made manifest for you and also through you. And you don’t have to manipulate

anything for this to happen, my dears. That’s the real boon. Just be. Remember those
words? Yes, here they are again.
Go about your day and just be… be in the moment… and celebrate everything that
you can identify as your fulfillment, even if it is the scent of the blossoms or a drop of
rain; even if it is finding a dollar on the ground or a penny on the ground. Celebrate
fulfillment, your fulfillment in every moment and, my dears, you will not only be
anchoring the next dimension into physicality, you will be the next dimension itself,

expressing itself through you. Imagine that!
Now don’t let all of those words dance around your thinking mind too much.
These words are meant for you inner most being. The real you. The One Being.
My dears, it is always a pleasure speaking with you! Until we speak again, I am
your friend,

Merlin!

